Golf cart solenoid testing

I have been a golf cart technician for eight years, and I enjoy it. I am Club Car certified and
factory trained. On a typical solenoid there are four posts called terminals. There are usually
two large terminals and two small ones. Battery voltage is applied to the two small terminals to
activate the solenoid, which then connects the two large terminals together. From time to time,
the two large terminals malfunction and the solenoid needs to be replaced. Disconnect any
cables from the two large terminals. Be sure to wrap the cable ends in tape, and keep the ends
separate from each other. With the key off, and the cart direction switch in a neutral position,
set your voltmeter to ohms, and place a probe on each large terminal see first image below.
There should be no reading. Now, with the cart's direction switch in the forward position, and
the key on, step on the accelerator. You should hear a click coming from the solenoid. If you do
Set your voltmeter to measure ohms, and place a probe on each large terminal see image below.
You should have a reading of 0 to 0. Anything higher, and it means that the solenoid has faulty
contacts and should be replaced. If you did not hear a click coming from your solenoid, then
grab your voltmeter and set it to DC volts on the scale, and place a probe on each of the small
terminals. NOTE: When buying a new solenoid, be sure to buy one that matches your cart's
voltage. Most golf carts are either 36 volts or 48 volts. The voltage will usually be written on the
side of the solenoid. Content is for informational or entertainment purposes only and does not
substitute for personal counsel or professional advice in business, financial, legal, or technical
matters. What if, on an electric golf cart, with the large solinoid terminals removed and taped,
you get full voltage on the small terminals even though the throttle pedal is not pushed. The
solinoid is brand new. Bad micoswitch? I have a G-1 Yamaha golf cart. My problem is trying to
run at low speed it seems to cut out and then sometimes I press down on accelerator and there
is nothing there for a minute. Not much has been upgraded but runs good fully open. I have a
Club Car 48 V New Batteries put in a year ago Batteries are fully charged Battery Light on dash
keeps coming on whether key is off or on. It comes on for a minute or two Then shuts off for a
short spell. I have a 06 ezgo 36 volt it got in water and want do nothing I've tested motor it
works fine put a new solenoid on it and controller and still doesn't click replaced fuses what
else could it be. My ezgo will not move when changing forward to reverse or vice versa. If I turn
the key off and back on it will then go in the direction I want to go. I have a ezgo 36volt cart.
While driving home ,I let off the accelerator then I pushed it in and heard a spinning noise, but
cart wouldn't move. My 48 volt Yamah cart goes about 5 feet and turns off. I switch to tow and
back, it resets but does the same thing. I replace the controler, no change. Is it the solenoid?
Yamaha G29 cart runs then stops when I flip the run tow switch all is ok then repeats its self ,
any help would be appreciated. Precedent club cart runs then stops when I flip the run toe
switch all is ok then repeats its self , any help would be appreciated. I have a Club Car DS.
Driving it around my yard, it felt like it tried to go into reverse on its own. Drive tire actually slid.
I let off accelerator and it started coasting forward. I eased on accelerator and no problem.
Backup alarm was not sounding during the event. I built up speed and it felt like it was jerking
some trying to repeat same issue. It also does not go to fast either. Is there anyone that can tell
me what the problem may be? Thank you. My E-Z Go was off charger about 3 weeks, It ran fine
when started up but then began jumping. Now, when trying to accelerate, we hear three clicks
while slowly pushing down on the accelerator and then it starts jumping. It does it in forward
and reverse. I had one of my batteries blow up. I replaced it, but now it runs a little then it slows
and stops. If I turn it back on it runs a little again then slows to a stop. My Club Car was off
charger about 3 weeks, It ran fine when started up but then began jumping. Have charged it and
checked the water level in the batteries. I have a club car 36 volt one of the solenoid the
contacts keep burning up could someone tell me how the resistor works. And could this be the
problem. Have a yamaha golf cart fully charged run for a bit then slows down and stops switch
it to tow then back to run and it will go a little then stop can any one please help me. I was
driving my electric cart , stopped then when i press gas pedal it does'nt go? Doesnt go forward
or reverse? Installed new batteries 36 volt now the charger continues to charge the new
batteries I have tried 2 different chargers what is my problem. No information was given
afterward we failed the last selection. We had zero on voltage which told us there was another
problem someplace else in the cart. Any suggestions? Own 48 volt electric club car. Cart has
run fine. Then this morning when decelerating it starts to go into reverse. Sometimes the
reverse buzzer sounds. If I decelerate very gradually I can avoid this. Anyone else had this
problem or suspect a cause. Thanks for this it definitely helps! My question would be, what if
the solenoid has 6 terminals? Would the testing be the same? I have a Yamaha 48 volt golf cart
and when I try to drive it it will start to go and travel about five feet then stops altogether you
can hear solenoid click but need some help working backwards through the components. Any
ideas. My club car where the solenoids are. There are coils of wires connected to them. The first
set of coils where they connect. The second bolt and nut glows hot and sparks. Would you have

an idea what is causing it to do that. Put a Hybusa engine in an '85' Club Car golf cart. I am
having the same problem as Jwanton I hadnt driven the cart in 2 weeks, I did not have it on the
charger at all during those 2 weeks. When I got in the cart, it backs up just fine, when I put it in
forward it make a clunk noise from the back, then stopped. I put on the brake, then stepped
back on the gas and it moved forward but very slowly like the battery was dead. I charged the
batteries, didnt work. I checked the water level in the batteries and fille them to above the cells,
and charged over night, nothing. It just quit and there is no clicking sound from a selinoid
possibilities??? Even if you let off the pedal???? I have a gas golf cart rxv ezgo every thing
works but wont engage to run it clicks. I have a ezgo 36 volt cart It stopped running. I had no
clicking sound so I replace the solenoid. I now have clicking but it still will not move. What
should I be checking text. My EZ Go doesn't click and it reads 0 when I put the probes on the
small ends of the solenoid. So what could it be? How does an electric golf cart ground and
where do I check this? I have Yamaha drive, the cart is fully charged 48volts will drive for a
couple minutes then starts slowing down and stops, if I wait a few minutes switch it to tow then
back to run the cart starts up drives slow, if I park it for a couple hours the cart starts out
normal speed then dies again. The lights work even when cart dies and bettered with my
multimeter are telling me 48volts. Please help.. Charged each battery till they had enough
voltage to trip the charger. It worked but then the charger wouldn't automatically shut off.
Checked on line and by passed the controller. Now my charger charges for about 15 min shuts
off but won't come back on automatically. Any Suggestions. I have a EZgo txt golf cart. It will
drive about fifteen minutes then slows down, starts stuttering, then completely stops. I let it sit
for a while and it will go another few minutes. The batteries are about three years old and show
that they are fully charged. Any suggestions what could be causing the problem. I have a 42 volt
Western. I had a bad cell on one of my 7 batteries so I replaced it. In doing so I accidentally
hooked it up backwards. After reversing the wires I can't get it to move or even light up the
charge indicator light. Only the head light s come on. What would your experience lead you to
believe is causing this? I have 6 x 8 volt golf cart batteries. I have a IR , My problem batteries are
good , But when I run it within 2 minutes it is as if the brakes were put on. It won't budge. It also
runs really slow.. My electric 48volt club car 04 model bucks or jerks when going very slow
could it be the Solenoid. Same problem as some of the other people. I have a ez-go marathon,
the batteries are charged but has no power. Could it be the solenoid? I have a used 4 wheel
ezgo 36 volt golf cart Marathon with new battery and i find it sluggish when not pulling much of
a hill. I just purchased late model club car cart. When putting it in reverse or forward u hear little
bit of clicking n what sounds like arcing from the motor. It set for about a year. Could it be the
selempire. Checked the solenoid like you side got the readings like you said seems to be
working correctly!!! But I still have the same problem as before, runs great for about 25 minutes
then slows down to a crawl!! Batteries still have full charge 36 volts!! As it sits for awhile seems
to run right again, and it's starts all over again!!! Please help lost in this one!!! I have an electric
club car 48v. My daughter and her friends rode it until it died completely and got towed behind a
4 wheeler for a little bit before flipping the switch to tow. The batteries are testing fully charged.
Any insight to what it could be are greatly appreciated. Can somebody give me a idea what's
wrong with my golf cart when I'm driving it pushing the gas and jumps what could cause this
problem. I have a Yamaha electric golf cart and we put new batteries in but won't move. The
lights also go out for a second or two. I have to cost to a stop and then I can start again. Any
ideas of what I should check. I have a electric club car was golfing the other day and it was
running great. I started to go and all of a sudden it just stopped. It would not go forward or in
reverse. I have a gas club car - runs ok except I only have high speed nothing in between - to go
slow have to let up on throttle so motor quits then hit throttle again at highest speed to keep
momentum. The only time it sounds right is when it is doing a circle. Was told it is the rear end,
but wasn't told what to do to fix it. Batteries in the cart are new. What could it be or what do I
need to test specifically? Had new batteries installed in my club car ran it came time to charge
will not take a charge kicks the charger out. I have a Yamaha gas. It started to crank hard. I
replaced the fuel filter and spark plug. It ruined great for a while but now is hard to start and
while driving it if you hit a bump it will die had to toe it home. Any help please. Checked the Key
switch it's OK left wires off and still moves when shifting. My shade tree mind makes me think
it's the solenoid can U help please. I went through your instructions on testing the solenoid,
however the voltmeter remained at 0, so the problem is somewhere else with the cart. Any idea
as to where to check? The small solenoid terminals on my Yamaha G29 YDRE have one red wire
with yellow stripe and one red wire with black stripe. Does anyone know which direction the
diode should be installed? I have a gas golf car, I run for awhile and the it start jerking along. I
have to stop and wait and most times it takes off and goes ok for awhile, may do it again or not.
Sometimes it smells flooded other times it looks like its getting no gas, what could the problem

be? I have Yamaha G8 gas, starts and runs fine then just quits. I,v replaced the solenoid, fuel
filter, and checked for loose wires. Playing 18 holes it only happens once or twice in a round.
When you start off it seems to jump a little then runs smooth. What do you think is the problem?
I have a ez go When i turn it on, press peddle reverse or forward there is vibration, but it will not
move. Vibration seems to be a large cylinder sitting just behind the batteries Sandy, do you
have a forward and reverse lever by you right leg, or do you have a forward and reverse switch
on the dash? Bought an EZGO electric used. No serial number in the usual places. I was looking
for something I lost in a field and was driving over it slowly. After a while the cart stopped
going. Put it in reverse and it backed up. Put it in forward and it zoomed forward. Went slowly
and it went for a while and then the same thing. It wanted to go forward but couldn't. Then
reverse again, etc. Happened 6 times in a row. What's up? I have a 94 36V Club car with the
exposed resistor coils and a stepper speed switch and single selonoid. The r cart has 1 year old
batteries and runs well except recently there seems to be no low speed. When pushing the
throttle the cart jumps in what seems to be second speed. It seems to be skipping the lowest
speed setting. The first coil resistor seems good with no break but the jump in speed makes it
very uncomfortable to drive from a stop. What should I be looking for? Hi, I have a 96 club car
ds 36v. I used WD 40 on all the moving parts and it seems to be better, but still have the issue of
it only running wide open, pressing down on the pedal it jumps and goes into wide open. I had a
cart that was working fine but needed new batteries, after replacing them the cart won't go
forward or backward even though the reverse makes the buzzing as if it wants to go backward. I
first connected the new batteries with the positive and negative reversed so I may have fried
something. I have 09 Ezego 36v it has had a slight hesitation lately and last week after use we
plugged it in and the next day all the batteries were totally dead and the charger quit I recharged
all of them individually new charger on order. The problem is with the positive connected and
touch the neg. I get an arc, in drive mode not tow every thing off and in neutral. Pull the
controller loom and no arc. Am reading 25v across the selonoid no neg to battery. I have a Club
Car or golf cart. It will just stop for no good reason. I've had two shops run all sorts of
diagnostic test using their computers and they can't seem to find the problem. I've talked to a
few other folks and they seem to think it may be the solenoid. How do I confirm? Also, how do I
determine which solenoid I need to buy if mine is bad? Thank you so much for your precise
instructions I have a club cart, I've chick the batteries and there all good, my problem is it takes
off good, but then slowes down, it still runs but don't have any speed, I've built Hot Rods so I
have the tools to work on it, I just don't know where to start is fhere any place I can get a
manual, so I can trouble shoot it. Is it possible the controller is going bad? I have connected the
new solenoid hoping I have the correct wiring on the small post and now when I switch from
tow to run I don't hear any noise Could the wiring be backwards on the small post How do I do
this on the club car? It has no noise it makes when I put it in reverse. Can I still go through the
process for 5 minutes and get it to reset? I am replacing a bad solenoid with a new one They are
not marked on the old solenoid. I have one that is black Is the black wire hot? Hello I have a
Club Car DS all the solenoids are on it click but the car still won't move anyone could tell me
how or what I can do to fix it? Would really appreciate the help anyone. Dan, sounds like you
may be looking at a pot box, or possibly in a a LAD. Both are throttle position sensors and you
only have one or the other. It's a little too much to explain how to check here so I would call
Columbia Parcar and find your closest dealer. Their number is American auto manufacturers
were on a roll in the s. Designing was very competitive, and, through hot-rodding, engines and
horsepower increased dramatically. Thus, the American Muscle Car was born. Many people
purchasing RVs have no real camping experience, so RV campgrounds are being inundated
with requests for their people to do things that are the RV owner's responsibility. RV owners
need to learn how to perform their own site maintenance. Intake manifold leak diagnosis can be
tricky but you can use a few simple techniques to diagnose the problem. Don't let trouble code
P or P leave you without your ride and, worst of all, with an expensive repair bill later on. A
basic knowledge on the electronic fuel injection system eliminates the guesswork in the
calibration of LPG-powered cars. Here are eight simple tips to help give tires more traction in
the snow. Experienced RV campers know what they need to do to find a great campsite when
they travel. Motorcycle helmets are trendy items that reflect your personality. What type of
helmet do you want for yourself? Paying for air is annoying. Here is how you can find free air,
and also how to set your tire pressure for the best performance of your tires and your car. Is
jump starting bad for your car? You'd be surprised what you find out. What happens behind the
scenes will shock you. Learn the different signs of a bad alternator to make a faster diagnosis.
You can make some repairs using a few common tools. In , the East German government
released the horrible Trabant car on an unsuspecting Communist world. You don't need a lot of
money to start selling classic cars, you just need to buy the first car at a good price and then do

it again. If you're thinking of buying a classic VW Beetle, you need to know a few things
beforehand. Discover why the best bargain to be had is from someone who doesn't know he
wants to sell. Identifying the type of noise and when it happens can help you diagnose your
transmission problem. Auto Repair. DIY Auto Repair. RV Living. Safe Driving. Learning to Drive.
All-Terrain Vehicles. Commercial Vehicles. Automotive Industry. Automotive History. Related
Articles. By Jerry Fisher. By Don Bobbitt. By Dan Ferrell. By Victor Mangubat. By Linda Sarhan.
By Isabella. By John Dove. By electronicsguy. By Rupert Taylor. By Mary Wickison. We are
often asked by customers over the phone, by e-mail and in our own shop how to go about
testing a gas golf cart solenoid. This is a relatively simple process, and the specifics should be
researched within the service manual for your brand, year and model. Testing a gas golf cart
solenoid is relatively easy. First check your battery reference voltage. You can do this by
checking across the positive and negative terminals of your battery with a voltmeter. It should
be somewhere close to 12 VDC, give or take a few tenths. Write down your battery reference
voltage for use later. Both of these components are wired into the control circuit of the solenoid
and if they are malfunctioning, the solenoid will not operate. A quick foreword on this principle
is that on some vehicles, the micro switch powers the key switch, and on other models, it is
opposite. For this reason, you may find you have the test one before the other to have power at
the described locations. When the micro switch is activated, with the key ON or OFF in a gas
golf cart, it allows battery reference voltage to flow to the key switch in many cases. But, it
stops there, until key switch is turned ON to allow the power to activate the solenoid. So, we
must test these switches first before moving onto the actual solenoid. A typical accelerator
micro switch on a gas golf cart only has two terminals as well, a common and either a normally
closed NC or normally open NO depending on the year and model. However, our test is generic
and applicable to most carts. Again, leave your black probe on the battery negative terminal and
use your red probe for testing. Once the micro switch is activated, you should read voltage on
both terminals. Most gas vehicles have a simple two terminal key switch. Leave your black
voltmeter probe on the negative battery terminal and use your red probe for testing. With the
key switch OFF, and pedal depressed, you should only have battery reference voltage around
12 VDC on one terminal of the switch but not the other. When the switch is turned ON, you
should be able to read battery voltage on both terminals. The vehicle shown below has a four
terminal three position switch. The green wire provides power from the micro switch and the
center blue wire carries power out to the solenoid. Shown here, the key is OFF, but the pedal
must be depressed to send the battery voltage to the key. Sample picture shown below now
shows power flowing out to the solenoid via the middle blue wire from the key switch. The
power is only present on this terminal when the key is ON and the pedal is depressed to activate
the micro switch. Finally, to the procedure of the dayâ€¦â€¦testing a gas golf cart solenoid. As
before, leave your black probe on the battery negative and use your red probe for testing. On
the incoming large power post of the solenoid generally the side with a wire to battery positive
terminal , test for voltage. It should be very close to your battery reference voltage number.
However, if you test on the outgoing large power post, you should not read battery voltage
UNLESS the accelerator micro switch and key are both activated and working. Once the
solenoid has thrown and engaged, you should be able to read battery voltage on either large
post. Just because the engine turns over does not always mean it is going to start. If your tests
reveal the solenoid and other related components test within specs, but your starter does not
turn, you could have issues with the brushes or other problems. You must be logged in to post
a comment. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is
processed. Battery Reference Voltage Testing a gas golf cart solenoid is relatively easy. Key
Switch Testing Most gas vehicles have a simple two terminal key switch. If it and the key switch
both test good, move onto the solenoid. Solenoid Testing Finally, to the procedure of the
dayâ€¦â€¦testing a gas golf cart solenoid. By Michael Williams. Leave a Reply Cancel reply You
must be logged in to post a comment. When it comes to an EZGO golf cart, the solenoid can be
damaged at any specific point. And, to recognize the problem, it is important to look out for
common symptoms. Symptoms can change from time to time and, also electric and gas carts
can have separate symptoms. To start the flywheel, the starter is engaged. After this, it should
disengage automatically. If it does not disengage, then this is a sure sign of a solenoid issue. If
the start does not get started after pressing the ignition, it can be due to a solenoid failure. If the
starter gets stuck or stops working in the midst, it can be due to connection problems with the
solenoid. If while pressing the ignition, the cart makes a clicking sound, but the cart does not
start, then it can be due to faulty or damaged wiring in the solenoid. If the gold cart shows
certain bad solenoid symptoms like not starting, no clicking sound, or starter disengaging, it is
better to test the solenoid. You can test the solenoid by simply disconnecting the main circuit
high wires and by using a multimeter. But a bad solenoid can be the most common one. Always

check the battery voltage and the clicking sound while pressing on the pedal. The testing
process is almost similar in all TXT carts, and one can find more details in the user manuals for
every model of each year. The solenoid of the EZGO cart can get damaged due to many
reasons. If the solenoid is not working after checking and testing the solenoid using a
voltmeter, then it is time to replace the solenoid all together. Sometimes, a person may not have
a multimeter or a voltmeter with them. Therefore, to check the solenoid, you can connect the
large wires into the solenoid together and see if the cart starts. If the cart starts, then the
solenoid is the problem and, if it does not, then the problem is not solenoid but something else.
A cart owner should remember that bypassing the solenoid can damage the ignition system and
central circuit of the cart. Also, bypassing should only be used for checking the solenoid and
not permanently. Checking the solenoids and if it requires replacement can be big decisions.
Sometimes, it can take up a lot of time to check if the solenoid has gone bad. The best way to
do so is by jumpstarting the cart by jumping the solenoid altogether. Here the formula is simple;
if one thinks that the solenoid is damaged, then jump the solenoid from the circuit and check. If
the EZGO cart solenoid is getting hot while running, then the problem may be somewhere in the
circuit or in the solenoid itself. It is better to replace the solenoid if the damage is extensive.
When the solenoid is getting checked, then the solenoid will either make a click sound or no
sound while starting the cart using the key. A EZGO golf cart that is not making a clicking
sound can be due to a failed solenoid. This means the solenoid has stopped working. Then it is
required to replace the solenoid. While starting the EZGO PDS, if there are no clicking sounds,
then the problem can be either with the wiring or the solenoid has gone bad and needs to be
replaced. When the cart is switched on and put forward, the solenoid starts clicking
continuously instead of only ones. Then, it can be a problem related either to the solenoid or the
wiring. The solenoid is a major part of the electric cart, where it makes sure that there is an
electromagnetic field for the controller to work and make contact. However, the diode, on the
other hand, acts as a protective layering that stops the solenoid from getting damaged. It is
crucial to give a thorough check before buying a new one. The solenoid is useful in starting and
running a golf cart regardless of whether it is gas or electric. Wiring diagrams of the circuits are
highly important when joining a circuit through several wires and connectors. Solenoid wiring
diagrams are highly useful when one wants to install a new solenoid or want to test the
circuitry. Upgrading the solenoid will allow upgrading the entire golf cart. However, one can
upgrade the solenoid even when the stock solenoid is not doing its job properly. If there are no
clicking sounds, then the chances are that there is no connection or the solenoid is damaged.
Not clicking of the solenoid while going forward or backward on a golf cart tells some problem
in the activation circuit or solenoid. Skip to content Table of Contents. Continue Reading What
is a 9 Degree Driver? A 9 degree driver is a low loft driver and is most convenient for golfers
having fast swing speeds. These drivers create a positive angle of attack and generate little
spin. Continue Reading. Why is my golf cart horn not working? However, a fault in the wiring
can cause a short circuit [â€¦]. Many golf cart enthusiasts have had solenoid issues and
experienced downtime because of them. Understanding what a solenoid is in a golf cart is vital
for troubleshooting and repair. How do you test for a bad solenoid in your golf cart? The first
symptoms of a bad solenoid are no clicks when you press the accelerator. A gas golf cart
solenoid is a relay, a remote-controlled high-amperage relay designed to protect the delicate
contacts in key switches, buttons, etc. An electric golf cart solenoid also provides forward and
reverse functions in some golf carts. A solenoid is NOT an electromagnet, but like an
electromagnet, it IS a coil of wire, partially surrounding an iron core, that is made to move inside
the coil by the magnetic field caused by current flowing through the coil. It is used to convert
electrical energy to mechanical energy, as in the operation of a switch. When energized, the
magnetic field pulls the plunger or rod into the coil and the plate attached to it snaps up against
the internal contacts. This bridges a circuit and sends the high voltage current on to the motor
or controller. A spring returns the plunger back to its original position when the circuit is
switched off. In the early s, a bank of solenoids was used in electric carts to redirect electrical
power of different voltages, or through a resistor, to vary the speed of the electric motor. The
number of single-action solenoids used in each golf cart was reduced with the advent of
dual-action solenoids. Using various combinations of the above solenoids, the current was
redirected to the motor either with two banks of 18 volts in parallel and then through a resistor
producing a low speed. The current could then be redirected to bypass the resistor, producing a
higher speed. A different combination would put two banks of 18 volts in series, producing 36
volts for yet another speedâ€¦and so on. Advancements in technology allowed for the variation
in motor speed to be achieved through an electronic controller. A single solenoid is now used
to direct power to the controller and the controller is in turn regulated by a combination of a
microswitch and a stepping potentiometer. The solenoid test is done with the resistor removed

from one large terminal. When the small terminals have both positive and negative voltage
applied to them the solenoid should CLICK and full battery voltage should be present at both
large terminals. If not, then the solenoid is faulty. If the positive and negative voltage is not
present at the small terminals when the pedal is pressed, a problem exists within the solenoid
activation circuit. The switches are activated in order: Reed switch, Forward and Reverse micro
switch, key switch, Foot or pedal box switch. All of these switches must be working before the
activation is delivered to one of the small posts red wire. Automotive and gas-powered golf
carts use variations of the illustration on the left. Power is applied to the solenoid low-voltage
terminals, and the piston travels back, simultaneously bridging the contacts to the starter motor
and pulling back on the lever to engage the pinion gear. On some models of golf carts , the
starter is also the alternator and acts to charge the battery as the cart is driven. In all golf carts,
new and old, the solenoids can be found under the seat or in the engine well and are easily
identifiable by the wires that lead to them. Banks of solenoids, as in the previous illustration,
are mounted on the side or back panel near the electric motor. On newer electric golf carts, an
EzGo for example, the solenoid has its own compartment under the seat and is accessed by
removing a protective cover. These components are both wired into the control circuit of the
solenoid and if they are faulty, the solenoid will not operate. Turn the key switch on and press
the accelerator. Do you hear a click? At this point, we still have to test the solenoid, but we
know somethingâ€¦power is not activating the solenoid. With the pedal depressed, check the
voltage at the small terminals of the solenoid. If there is no voltage, then the solenoid is NOT at
fault. If there is a click, thenâ€¦proceed to the next paragraph. Disconnect the cables that go to
the larger solenoid terminals. Use electrical tape to wrap the ends of the cable to prevent
shorting them accidentally by connecting through a metal conducting object like the frame of
the golf cart or touching each other. This will ensure the vehicle will not suddenly leave the
premises while testing the solenoid. With the key turned off and the cables disconnected, set
the voltmeter to the ohms setting and touch each large terminal with the probes. There should
be zero ohms. If the reading is not zero, then the solenoid is stuck and needs to be replaced. If
the ohmmeter does read zero, set the cart to forward travel and turn the key switch on. Press
the accelerator pedal or have a friend do it and you should hear a click. If it now shows
resistance, where there was none before, it should be under 0. If you do hear a clicking sound,
and the reading is fewer than 0. If the reading is higher, the solenoid is bad and needs to be
replaced. To double-check the solenoid when you cannot hear a click from the solenoid and
there is no resistance between the large terminals, set the voltmeter to DC volts using the
range. Turn the key switch on and take a reading on the smaller terminals while pressing on the
accelerator. If there is no voltage, the problem is not with the solenoid. If it displays full voltage,
then the solenoid is bad and should be replaced with a new one. On the double contact
solenoids, check the bottom terminals for continuity. If the solenoid is not yet energized, these
contacts should be closed and have a continuous circuit. On both single and double contact
solenoids, the side terminals should be open and show no continuity in an unpowered state.
Apply v to the smaller terminals using the leads from the battery. You should be able to hear a
click when energized. If you hear a click, check the large side terminals for continuity. You
should find a continuous circuit. The bottom terminals should not have any continuity. If you do
not hear a click, the solenoid is bad and must be replaced. A common cause of failure in a
solenoid is an improper loosening and tightening of the terminals. Below is an illustration of
what happens when the contact is twisted and no longer aligned with the flat plane of the
moving plate. The left side makes a minimum of surface contact and the right side can no
longer make contact at all. The solenoid is now useless until you can line it back up again
through trial and error because you cannot see inside. Ok, you have determined that you need
to replace the solenoid. When you look for a replacement online, always have the make, model
and year of your golf cart handy. Solenoids are fairly cheap and just think how much money you
just saved diagnosing it yourself. If you are unsure of the model and yearâ€¦Fear not..
Occasionally, troubleshooting the wiring system in your golf cart requires bridging the large
terminals on your golf cart solenoid. The following steps are troubleshooting procedures that
lead up to actually bridging or jumping a solenoid. They will help you find out if the solenoid is
bad before you go through the trouble. Using a jumper wire preferably with alligator clips on the
ends attach one end of the wire to one of the large terminals and cautiously brush the other end
on the remaining large terminal. If it sparks, note if the starter engages. If there is no current
present, attach the wire firmly on the large terminal bridging across and effectively bypassing
the solenoid. With the key on, attempt pressing the accelerator and see if the starter engages. If
the starter does engage then the solenoid is either bad OR not receiving the control voltage to
the small terminals. You will need to test the voltage across the small terminals to determine
which case is true. You can also remove the cables that are attached to the large terminals and

join them together thereby bypassing the solenoid. It is easier to break the connection if you
only need to yank the jumper off the contacts, so that is why I recommended it first. If this is an
electric cart, the solenoid is supplying the power to the controller and jumpering the large
terminals will allow the pedal to rev the motor up to speed â€” provided the solenoid is the point
of failure. Some of the late model golf cart solenoids have a diode attached across the
terminals. A diode allows current to run in one direction, but not in the other. Testing the diode
is a simple procedure. Remove the diode from the circuit and check the leads with a continuity
tester. Reverse the leads and test again. The connection to the light or buzzer should complete
in one direction, but not when tested the other direction. If continuity is present in both
directions, or no continuity in both directions, the diode is bad. It is not always the
solenoidâ€¦even though it gets blamed most of the time. My brother called me the other day
because his EzGo suddenly stopped moving, about 10 feet from his driveway. He pushed it to
safety and thought he would need to replace the solenoid. He said he smelled something like
sulfur and heard a sizzling sound. Solenoids are sealed, so the smell was probably not the
solenoid. I came over and raised the seat, and after switching the tow switch on, I checked the
battery terminals first. There was yellow corrosion and they needed a good cleaning. After
re-attaching the battery cables and turning the tow switch back off, the cart was back to its old
self again. We took it out for a test run and all was good. There was no click from the solenoid,
but it was because there was no power coming from the battery due to all the corrosion and
gunk. Solenoids are one of the cheaper components to replace on a golf cart, and it is a great
idea to have at least one on hand in your work area. You can find a variety of replacement
solenoids for your particular model on Amazon. Club Car Golf carts have evolved many times
since , and although the basi
2003 saturn vue radiator
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c electrical design has stayed close to the same, there are small differences. These differences
are important when The speed controller measures out current and battery voltage to the
electric vehicles' motor to raise and lower speed on the golf cart. It monitors the state of the
motor and generates signals to Skip to content. Article Contents. Low voltage terminals. These
terminal posts represent each end of the wire coil winding around the metal movable core.
Movable Core. Wire Coil. When the core 2 travels up into the coil 3, the plate on the bottom
contacts the two terminals shown in dashed lines and makes a bridge for the current to flow
through the solenoid Lower Large Terminals. In a double-action solenoid, the Lower terminals
are bridged and passing along current while the solenoid is not energized. The contact is
broken when the plate moves up to contact and bridge the side terminals 4. Harley Davidson
Solenoid. EzGo Solenoid and up. Controller and Solenoid. Continue Reading.

